Use of a physical barrier to improve efficacy of a paint-on whitening gel: a seven-day randomized clinical trial.
This randomized, examiner-blind clinical trial evaluated the impact of a physical barrier on tooth whitening response of a peroxide-containing paint-on gel. A total of 33 adult volunteers, ranging from 18-75 years of age, were randomized to one of two treatment groups: a whitening paint-on gel used alone, or a whitening paint-on gel applied to the tooth surface and immediately covered with a polyethylene strip barrier. Both treatments were used twice a day for seven days, and all subjects used a cavity protection dentifrice and an extra-soft toothbrush twice a day while in the study. Whitening efficacy was assessed using L*a*b* color analysis obtained via digital imaging. Efficacy and safety data were collected at baseline and again at Days 2, 5, and 8. Use of a whitening gel with a protective barrier resulted in significant (p < or = 0.025) color improvement from baseline (as evident by mean deltab* and deltaL*) at Days 5 and 8, while changes from baseline were not significant for the group using whitening gel alone for the same time points. At Day 2, subjects in the barrier group had a significant (p = 0.046) yellowness reduction (deltab*) relative to baseline. Between-treatment comparisons were significant for deltab* at Days 5 and 8 (p < or = 0.015) and for deltab* whitening improvement slopes for the duration of the study (p < 0.002). Both treatments were well tolerated, and no subjects discontinued treatment due to an adverse event. Protecting hydrogen peroxide in the whitening gel from the oral environment with a polyethylene barrier increases the magnitude of the whitening response for a paint-on gel, with results evident as early as after five days of product use.